Abstract-This paper treats the problem of existence of a controller for networked-timed discrete-event systems. The results are new and useful for any networked discrete-event system for which it is important that time be explicitly considered in the model. We assume that a controller (supervisor) communicates with the system to be controlled via a shared communication network. Delays and losses in communication systems and their impacts on control are investigated. Under the assumption that the delays and losses are bounded, we derive a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a controller. The condition is expressed as network T-controllability and network T-observability, which are defined in this paper. We apply the results to power distribution network management, and illustrate the application using a 33-node (bus) test system, where the objective is to ensure that the total substation transformer power stays within prespecified safety limits.
to deal with control delays and losses. Network controllability is an extension of the original controllability of discreteevent systems introduced in [18] . It specifies the condition under which the impact of control delays and losses can be overcome. Network controllability and network observability together characterize the necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a networked supervisor, that is, a supervisor exists for a networked discrete-event system if and only if the desired control behavior, described by a language, is network controllable and network observable.
In [9] , time is not explicitly considered. However, in many practical applications, time is an important consideration, especially when communication delays are of concern. To consider time explicitly, timed discrete-event systems are modeled using automata having a special event called tick which represents the passage of a unit of time. This model for timed discreteevent systems is first introduced in [2] . Using this model, supervisory control of timed discrete-event systems with full observation is studied in [2] , where controllability for timed discrete-event systems is introduced. For supervisory control of timed discrete-event systems under partial observation, observability for timed discrete-event systems is introduced in [10] . It is proved in [10] that controllability and observability are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a supervisor.
In this paper, we also use the automation model with tick to describe timed discrete-event systems. We consider, however, networked control and assume that there are communication delays and losses in both observation channels and control channels. To consider observation delays and losses, we introduce a special observation mapping that takes into account observation delays and losses. We propose a method of state estimation for networked timed discrete-event systems based on the observation mapping with delays and losses. The state estimates will be used in supervisory control of networked timed discrete-event systems. We assume that the networked supervisor is state estimate based and the control commands may be delayed or lost in communication.
We consider centralized supervisory control in this paper, that is, there is only one supervisory to control a system. Our goal is to find a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of a networked supervisor that achieves a control objective, which is defined as ensuring that the supervised (or closed-loop) system never enters a given set of illegal states, which is essentially equivalent to ensuring that the supervised system stays within a given legal language K. To obtain the necessary and sufficient condition, we define network T -controllability and network T -observability for the legal language K. We show that a networked supervisor exists for a timed discrete-event system if and only if the legal language K is network T -controllable and network T -observable.
Because of the introduction of time in the models and control, networked control for timed discrete-event systems is much more complex than that for untimed discrete-event systems. For example, the state estimation for timed discrete-event systems under observation delays and losses is more difficult to obtain. The difficulty is also reflected in the definitions of network T -controllability and network T -observability as well as the proofs of the results.
We apply the aformentioned theoretical results to power distribution networks. We use the 33-node (bus) test system as an illustrative example. The system consists of 33 nodes or buses connected to a common substation. We add plug-in hybrid electric vehicles to the system to reflect the new reality of power distribution networks. The control objective is to ensure that the total substation transformer power stays within the safety limits by controlling charging of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles at each node using a controller located at the substation. We model the 33-node system as a timed discrete-event system. Since the communications between the nodes and the substation may be delayed or lost, our framework of networked control of timed discrete-event systems fits well with this application.
II. NETWORKED TIMED DISCRETE EVENT SYSTEMS
In this section, we develop a model for a networked timed discrete-event system with communication delays and losses. The model consists of an automation with a special event "tick" representing the elapse of a unit of time, and observation mappings describing communication delays and losses. The automation with tick is introduced in [2] as follows:
where Q is the set of states, Σ is the set of events, ρ : Q × Σ → Q is the (partial) transition function, and q o is the initial state. The set of all possible transitions is also denoted by ρ: ρ = {(q, σ, q ) : ρ(q, σ) = q }. We extend ρ to strings in the usual way [2] . Also, the language generated by G is denoted by L( G). L( G) is closed, that is, it is equal to its prefix closure. We will consider only closed languages in this paper.
Each event σ except tick, after it is physically possible and enabled, will occur between a lower time bound l σ and a upper time bound u σ . Depending on their upper time bounds, events are divided into two types: 1) prospective events whose upper time bounds are finite (that is, they will definitely occur); and 2) remote events, whose upper time bounds are infinite (that is, they may or may not occur). The set of prospective events is denoted by Σ spe and the set of remote events is denoted by Σ rem . Denote Σ = Σ spe ∪ Σ rem and Σ = Σ ∪ {tick}. Hence, the entire event set is partitioned into a prospective event set, remote event set, and the set containing tick.
Assumption 1: We assume that G is obtained from an activity transition graph and time bounds on events as shown in [2] . We further assume the following three conditions are satisfied:
1) Only a finite number of events can occur in one unit of time, that is, G is Σ-loop free
2) The advance of time will never stop, that is, G is deadlock free
3) If no tick is possible after a string, then some prospective event must be possible after that string
Without loss of generality, we assume that the event tick is observable to all agents without delays and losses, that is, time is known to everyone. We further assume that some events in Σ are observable and some other events in Σ are not. The set of observable events is denoted by Σ o ⊆ Σ. The set of unobservable events is denoted by
For control, we assume that some remote events may be disabled. We call these events controllable events. The set of controllable events is denoted by Σ c ⊆ Σ rem . The set of uncontrollable events is denoted by Σ uc = Σ − Σ c . We also denote Σ c = Σ c and Σ uc = Σ uc ∪ {tick}. We further assume that some events in Σ can be enforced in the sense that they can pre-empt tick (but not other events). The set of enforceable events is denoted by Σ f ⊆ Σ.
We assume that communication delays and losses can occur in observation and control channels. We call these delays and losses observation and control delays and losses, respectively. Let us first consider observation delays and losses. The observation of an (observable) event may be delayed or lost in communication. To model communication losses in observation, we denote the set of transitions that may be lost in communication as ρ L ⊆ ρ o (only observable transitions may be lost). In other words, the transitions in ρ L may or may not be communicated. ρ L is determined by the system G and the communication network. Denote the observation mapping under communication losses by Φ L . If a string s ∈ L( G) occurs in the system, the supervisor will observe Φ L (s), which is defined as follows.
When s occurs in G, the supervisor will observe one of the strings in Φ L (s). Φ L can be extended from a string to a language K ⊆ L( G) as follows:
The inverse projection of Φ L is defined for a string t ∈ Σ * o and for a language J ⊆ Σ * o as follows:
Let us investigate what the observed behavior is under
Intuitively, all transitions in ρ uo are unobservable and, hence, they will be replaced by ε-transitions. All transitions in ρ L may or may not be observable. Therefore, we will add ε-transitions in parallel with all transitions in ρ L . All transitions in ρ o − ρ L are definitely observable, so they will not be changed.
Formally, let us define the automation for communication losses as the result of an operator LOSS acting on G
The following proposition states the property of G L .
Let us now consider observation delays. We assume that observation delays are random but (upper) bounded by N units of times. We further assume that messages may be delayed, but their order will not change in communication, that is, communication is first in first out (FIFO).
If an observation may be delayed by i units of time, then we use
denotes the set of strings that may be observed by the supervisor. Φ i D (s) can be calculated recursively, starting with i = 1, as follows. We first divide s into substrings as
In other words, s is divided into substrings with respect to tick, Note that some u j may be the empty string, that is, u j = ε. For all substrings except the last substring
In particular, if
is obtained by moving tick forward from one event to another. This is because if the observation may be delayed by one unit of time, then some events in σ 1 σ 2 . . . σ k may be observed after one tick. Note that the order of the observation cannot be changed. For the last substring (j = l) we have
This is because some events in σ 1 σ 2 . . . σ k may not be observed yet.
After defining
where the concatenation is performed on the set of strings (languages). For s not ending with tick, that is, 
Finally, if the upper bound on observation delays is
The inverse projection of Φ D is defined for a string t ∈ Σ * o and for a language J ⊆ Σ * o as follows:
Let us now construct an automation that generates Φ D (L( G)) by modifying G as follows. First, we identify all possible paths tick u j tick in G, that is, let
Note that by Assumption 1, all strings in U are finite. For each string tick u j tick ∈ U , we add parallel strings from tick Φ 
If observation delays are bounded by N , we repeat the operator DELAY 1 N times, that is
Proposition 3:
The language generated by G D is the lan-
To consider both communication delays and losses, we use the composition of two mappings Φ L and Φ D as
by assuming that if a transition may be lost in G, then the corresponding transitions in G D may also be lost. Therefore, observation delays and losses are completely captured by the observation mapping Φ DL
Under observation delays and losses, when s occurs in G, the supervisor will observe one of the strings in Φ DL (s). Φ DL is extended from a string to a language K ⊆ L( G) as follows: The inverse projection of Φ DL is defined for a string t ∈ Σ * o and for a language J ⊆ Σ * o as follows:
To find the behavior observed under
we first apply DELAY and LOSS operators as
We then convert G DL into the equivalent deterministic automation [3] , that is, the observer of G DL . Denote this conversion as an operator OBS acting on G DL
where Ac(.) denotes the accessible part, and UR(.) is the unobservable reach defined, for x ⊆ Q lossdelay , as
The transition function τ is defined, for x ∈ X (note that
Proposition 4:
The language generated by G L,obs is the
Example 1: Let us consider the plant G in Fig. 2 Fig. 3 . For N = 2, Fig. 4 . The observer G L,obs for N = 2 is shown in Fig. 5 .
III. STATE ESTIMATION
We define the state estimate as a subset of Q consisting of all possible states the system may be in. To achieve correct state estimation, we need to consider both uncertainties due to partial observation and uncertainties due to communication delays and losses. Note that if there are no communication delays or losses, then when a string s ∈ L( G) occurs in the system, the supervisor observes P (s), where P : Σ * → Σ * o is the natural projection. This observation is unique. While in a networked timed discrete-event system with communication delays or losses, after the occurrence of s ∈ L( G), the observation Φ DL (s) is not unique. Therefore, there are several possible state estimates in a networked timed discrete-event system, each for a different t ∈ Φ DL (s). Formally, we define the state estimate after observing t by TE(t) as
Let us investigate how to compute TE(t). From Proposition 4, we know that the language observed under Φ DL is given by L( G L,obs ). Furthermore, from the property of the observer, we know that if t ∈ L( G L,obs ) is observed by the supervisor, the set of possible states in G DL (not counting that some events may have occurred but are not yet observed) is given by x = τ (x o , t) ⊆ Q lossdelay . Since some states in Q lossdelay (and, hence, in x) are duplicates of states in Q, we denote the corresponding set of possible states in G as
If the system is in a state q ∈ Q and a sequence of events w ∈ Σ * is defined at q, then these events can occur without being observed by the supervisor. Note that since tick is always observable immediately, w cannot contain tick. Therefore, if q is in a state estimate, then all states reachable by such w are also in the state estimate. Define such reachable states as
Using this definition, we extend all states in G L,obs as follows. Enumerate X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x m }. Let Y = {y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y m } with y i = R (OS(x i ) ). Denote this operation of replacing x i with y i as an operator DL. (It is possible that x i = x j but y i = y j . However, this will not cause any problem.) Denote the resulting new observer, called the networked observer, as
where the transition function η is defined based on τ as follows:
The following proposition shows that the network observer G DL,obs calculates the state estimate for a given observation under communication delays and losses.
Proposition 5: After observing t, the state estimate TE(t) is given by
IV. NETWORKED SUPERVISORS
We assume that the control objective is to ensure that the controlled system (or the closed-loop system) stays within a legal language K ⊆ L( G). Without loss of generality, we assume that K can be generated by a subautomation
where Q H ⊆ Q and ρ H = ρ| Q H ⊆ ρ. We denote this by H G. We often call states in Q H legal states and states in Q − Q H illegal states.
Although a networked supervisor does not know exactly which state the plant G is in, based on its observation, it can calculate the state estimate that contains all possible states G may be in. Based on this state estimate, the networked supervisor can decide its control action. Formally, let us define a state-estimate-based networked supervisor as a mapping
For a state estimate y ∈ 2
is the control command, which is the set of events to be disabled or pre-empted. Intuitively, the networked supervisor will disable or pre-empt an event if that event leads to an illegal state from one of the legal states in the state estimate. The state-estimate-based networked supervisor π works as follows. Initially, the state estimate of the networked supervisor is y o = R(OS (UR({q o }) )) = TE(ε) and its control command is determined for y o as described in (1) . When a new event σ ∈ Σ o is observed, the state estimate is updated according to the observer G DL,obs and the control command is updated using (1) . Therefore, if a string s ∈ L( G) occurs in the plant G, the networked supervisor will observe one of the strings t ∈ Φ DL (s). The networked supervisor determines the state estimate TE(t) and the control command π (TE(t) ).
Not every networked supervisor is admissible because not all events in π(TE(t)) can be disabled or pre-empted.
Definition 1: A state-estimate-based networked supervisor π is admissible if, for all s ∈ L( G), and for all t ∈ Φ DL (s), the following two conditions are satisfied.
1) No uncontrollable events can be disabled, that is
2) If tick is physically possible and no enforceable event can pre-empt it, then it cannot be disabled, that is
Let us now consider the impact of control delays and losses on the controlled system. We treat control delays and losses in a similar way: If a control command is delayed or lost, the plant will use the most recently received control command. Therefore, under control delays and losses, instead of using an updated control command, the plant may use an old control command. We assume that communication delays and losses in control are bounded by M units of time in the following sense: delays cannot exceed M units of time and at least one control command in the past M units of time is received by the plant. Hence, the control command in use must be one of the commands issued in the past M units of time. More specifically, let s ∈ L( G) be the string that has occurred so far. Then the strings occurred in the past M units of time are prefixes of s defined as
B(s) = {s ≤ s : |tick|(s) − |tick|(s ) < N} where s ≤ s means s is a prefix of s and |tick|(s) denotes the number of ticks in s.
The set of control commands issued in the past M units of time is given by {π (TE(t)) : t ∈ Φ DL (B(s))} .
To avoid ambiguity, we assume that the control command at the initial state, π(y o ) = π(TE(ε)), is applied immediately without delays and losses. Under control of an admissible supervisor, the behavior of the supervised system is given below.
Definition 2: The language L( G, π) generated by the supervised system under observation delays and losses described by Φ DL (with delays upper bounded by N ) as well as control delays and losses bounded by M (as defined above) is obtained recursively as follows.
1
) The empty string belongs to L( G, π) ε ∈ L( G, π).

2) If s belongs to L( G, π), then for any σ ∈ Σ, sσ belongs to L( G, π) if and only if sσ is physically possible in L( G)
and σ is not disabled or preempted by the networked supervisor in the past M units of time
V. EXISTENCE CONDITION
In this section, we define network T -controllability and network T -observability. We show that these two conditions are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a networked supervisor.
Definition 3: Given a closed language K ⊆ L( G) and an upper bound M on control delays and losses, we say that
Definition 4: Given a closed language K ⊆ L( G) and the observation mapping under communication delays and losses described by Φ DL with an upper bound N , we say that K is network T -observable if
We want to show that network T -controllability and network T -observability are necessary and sufficient for the existence of a networked supervisor. To this end, let us first prove two lemmas.
Lemma 1: Assume that K is network T -observable with respect to L( G) and Φ DL . Then for all s ∈ K and σ ∈ Σ,
Proof: We only need to prove
because the other direction is the definition of network T -observability, which we assume.
Lemma 2: Assume that K is network T -observable with respect to L( G) and Φ DL . Then for all s ∈ K and σ ∈ Σ
Proof: Let us first find the equivalent of (∀t ∈ Φ DL (s))σ ∈ π(TE(t)) as follows:
We can now prove our main result. We first prove that K is network T -observable by contradic-
Let s σ be the shortest string satisfying (2). Consider two possibilities.
Next, we prove that K is network T -controllable. Let us first prove that the first condition in the definition of T -controllability is satisfied. In fact, for all s ∈ L( G) and for
To prove that the second condition in the definition of T -controllability is satisfied, we note that for all
In other words
(IF) Assume that (1) K is network T -controllable and (2) K is network T -observable. Let us construct a state-estimatebased networked supervisor π : 2 Q → 2 Σ c using (1). We first show that this supervisor is admissible.
The condition that K is network T -controllable implies that all the events on the boundary of K are controllable, that is
Hence, by (1), for all y ∈ 2 Q π(y) ⊆ Σ c which implies
This proves the first condition in admissibility. To prove the second condition, we use Lemma 2, which says, for all s ∈ K and for all σ ∈ Σ such that sσ ∈ L( G)
(by Lemma 2).
For the supervisor π given by (1), we prove that, for all
by induction on the length of strings |s|.
Base: Since K is nonempty and closed, ε ∈ K. By  Definition 5, ε ∈ L( G, π) .
VI. APPLICATIONS TO POWER DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
In this section, we apply the theoretical results obtained above to power distribution network management. Power distribution networks are traditionally designed and developed based on peak load demands with unidirectional power flow. As more plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and renewable generation sources (RGSs) are connected to distribution networks, the networks and operation strategies are now facing significant challenges in handling bi-directional power flows and scenarios of over and under voltages and currents. One of the critical tasks of distribution network management is to keep the power (in either direction) of a distribution transformer within its power rating limits. Otherwise, the device safety and lifetime as well as the system reliability can be jeopardized. Fig. 6 shows the 33-node (bus) test system, where PHEVs and RGSs have been added to study power management in real time. The total substation transformer power, P s , from the substation should not go over a pre-set critical value, P s,c . If the duration for P s > P s,c goes over a pre-set value t c , the circuit breaker CB1 will be tripped. 1 The value of P s can be negative when the RGS in the network have extra power to deliver back to the grid. Similarly, if the duration for P s < −P s,c goes over t c , the circuit breaker CB1 will also be tripped. When the CB1 is tripped, the network is cut off from the grid. Therefore, it is crucial to keep the total substation transformer power P s within its lower and upper bounds, that is, [−P s,c , P s,c ].
Assume the total substation transformer power P s can be measured at any time. At each node, there is a node controller. The node controller at node k, NC k , k = 1, 2, , 33 (for the 33-node test system), knows the number of PHEVs being charged n k,c and the number of PHEVs being discharged n k,d with a delay t kk . The delay t kk is the communication delay between individual PHEVs and the node controller at node k. The delay is assumed to be the same for all PHEVs at the node. The node controller will report the PHEV information to the substation controller with a possible delay of t ku , k = 1, 2, . . . , 33 (only k = 28 is illustrated in Fig. 6 ). By gathering the PHEV information from all the node controllers, the substation controller will decide how to control the PHEVs and send the control signals back to the node controllers with a possible delay t kd , k = 1, 2, . . . , 33.
Consider a load profile given in Fig. 7 . The load level is over 100% between t 1 and t 4 while it goes well over 160% between t 2 and t 3 . It is assumed that P s can go over 100% but less than 120% for 30 minutes, and it is only allowed 30 seconds for being over 160%. Therefore, this load profile needs to be managed so that P s can stay within its desirable limit, that is, 100% range. For the purpose of illustration, we assume that PHEVs are connected to the distribution network only for charging, that is, we do not consider the situation where PHEVs can be used to supply power back to the grid. Fig. 8 shows the number of PHEVs being charged at bus k during the period under study without control. In order to ensure that P s stays within its 100% limit, proper management of PHEVs is needed. Let us use the networked supervisor to do this. We assume that the communication delay between an individual PHEV and the node controller is negligible (t kk = 0). Hence, we only consider communication delays between the node controller and the substation controller. We assume that the observation delays from the node controller to the substation controller are bounded by t ku ≤ N , and the control delays and losses from the substation controller to the node controller are bounded by t kd ≤ M . The networked discrete-event system model of the distribution network is given as follows.
We use node/bus k as an example. The activity graph [2] for substation transformer power is given in Fig. 9 , where the states are defined as follows:
There are eight events in the activity graph. They are
Note that λ i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are remote events because their upper time bounds are ∞ (they may never occur). Since the substation transformer power cannot increase instantaneously, we assume that the lower time bound for λ 1 is 5 and for λ 2 , λ 3 , λ 4 are 10.
μ i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4 are prospective events as they will occur within 24 h (or 86400 s), because |P s | will definitely fall below 100% of |P s,c | during its valley period (normally in the night). Hence, the upper time bounds for μ i are u σ = 86400. We assume that the lower time bounds for the μ 1 is 5 and for μ 2 , μ 3 , μ 4 are 10. Assume that the number of PHEVs being charged at bus k, denoted by E k , is bounded by 50. The activity graph for PHEVs being charged is given in Fig. 10 , where the states are defined as follows:
There are 10 events in the activity graph. They are α i : the number of PHEVs being charged increases to 10i, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, β i : the number of PHEVs being charged decreases to 10(i − 1), i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
Events α i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are remote because their upper time bounds are ∞. We assume that the lower time bounds for the α i are l σ = 0.
Similar to μ i , β i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are prospective events with the lower time bounds l σ = 0 and the upper time bounds u σ = 86400.
The activity graph of the entire system is obtained by the shuffle of A p and A e , which is shown in Fig. 11 . The corresponding automation G can be obtained from A and the time bounds l σ and u σ as described in [2] . G is too large to draw. For large systems, the computation can be performed using software such as TCT (www.control.utoronto.ca/people/ profs/wonham) and DESUMA (www.eecs.umich.edu/umdes/ toolboxes.html).
We assume that events α i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are controllable because charging PHEVs can be disallowed. We assume that events β i , i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, are enforceable because charging PHEVs can be stopped. We further assume that all events are observable. In other words Using the results on network T -controllability and network T -observability obtained in the previous sections, we can determine whether the above control objectives can be achieved or not under different bounds N and M on delays and losses as follows.
Case 1-N = 0, M = 0: In this case, the control objective can be achieved. For example, at state (p 1 , e 3 ), the networked supervisor shall do the following to ensure that the system does not enter an illegal state: 1) disable α 4 all the time and 2) enforce β 3 after 9 ticks (seconds) (since the system enters (p 1 , e 3 )). The reason for (2) is that the lower time bound for λ 2 is l σ = 10. The latest time to preempt λ 2 by enforcing β 3 is 9 seconds after the system enters (p 1 , e 3 ).
Case 2-N = 2, M = 1: In this case, the control objective can also be achieved. For state (p 1 , e 3 ), the networked supervisor shall do the following to ensure that the system does not enter an illegal state: (1) disable α 4 all the time, and (2) enforce β 3 after 6 seconds. The reason for (2) is that due to observation delays, when the networked supervisor realizes the system is in state (p 1 , e 3 ) , the system may already be there for 2 seconds. Hence, the latest time to preempt λ 2 is 7 seconds later. Considering that the control command may be delayed by 1 second, the command of enforcing β 3 must be issued within 6 seconds.
Case 3-N = 7, M = 4: In this case, the achievement of control objective cannot be guaranteed. This is because it may be too late to disable α 4 and to enforce β 3 . Note that due to modern communications, it is unlikely that the communication delays in power distribution networks will be this large.
VII. CONCLUSION
Networked centralized control of timed discrete-event systems is investigated in this paper. Our main contributions are as follows. (1) We propose new observation mappings that capture observation delays and losses. (2) We develop a new method for state estimation and construct a networked observer that can be used to obtain state estimates. (3) We define admissible networked supervisors for timed discrete-event systems. (4) We define network T -controllability and network T -observability for timed discrete-event systems. (5) We show that having a desired language be both network T -controllable and network T -observable is necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of an admissible networked supervisor. (6) We apply the networked supervisory control theory to power distribution networks.
In the future, we plan to investigate the efficient procedures to check network T -controllability and network T -observability. We also plan to investigate nonblocking issues in networked timed discrete-event systems.
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